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Resetting daily sales:

Resetting periodical sales:

NULLSTILL SALG?

NULLSTILL SALG ?

RESULTAT

RESULTAT MASTER

DAGLIG NULLSTILLES

PERIODE NULLSTILLES

Push the RES 1button.

.

Push the RES 2 button.

Insert the (Result) or the (RESULT

MASTER) key in the dispenser and push the

CLR button.

red orange

Insert the key in the

dispenser and push the CLR-button.

orange

The daily sales results are now reset.

The periodical sales results are now reset.

CLR

CLR

RES1

RES2

RESETTING SALES RESULTS:
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PORTIONING OF BEER:

FREE FLOW MEASURING:

SETT INN NOKKEL
Make sure that the tap is closed before

inserting the sales key in the keyhole

on the right hand side of the dispenser

blue

SALG
Open the tap and pour the beer. Close

the tap when the glass is full or the right

measure is obtained.

Waiter key (grey):

SETT INN NOKKEL

SERVITRISKONT.

SALG

NR. 01

Insert the waiter key in the keyhole on

the dispenser's right hand side when the

dispenser is programmed for waiter sales.

grey

Choose product and measure by pushing

the button.

SALG
Choose product and measure by pushing

the button

SETT INN NOKKEL
Insert the sales key in the keyhole on

the dispenser's right hand side.

blue

Sales key (blue): Sales key (blue) and Waiter key (grey):

SALES RESULTS:

DAGLIG LITEN STOR

12 00001 00023

DAGLIG MEDIUM

12 00001

Waiter key (grey): 1-10

Results key red / orange:

DAGLIG LITEN STOR

1 00001 00023

Insert the results key in the dispenser. Push

the RES 1 button. The display now shows

the daily sales of small and large measures.

The word Daily indicates from which line/lines

the results are. The example display on the left

indicates that line one and two are counted

together. Browse through the results from the

different lines by pushing the RES 1 button again.

DAGLIG MEDIUM

1 00001

.

Browse through the results from the

different lines by pushing the ENT-button.

NR 07 LITEN STOR

1 00005 00012

Insert the grey waiter key (1-10). Push

the ENT-button for reading the daily sales result

for the used waiter number. Push the MINUS-button

to read the medium measure sales result..

.

NR 07 LITEN STOR

1 00005 00012

Insert the or the (only when

programmed for waiter control) sales/waiter key

in the dispenser. Push the ENT-button. The dispenser

now shows the sales of large and small measures.

The word Daily indicates from which line/lines the

results are. The example display on the left

indicates that line one and two are counted

together. Browse through the results from the

different lines by pushing the ENT-button.

blue grey

Use the Minus button to show the sales of

the Medium portions.

To read out the periodically sales use RES 2 button instead of the RES 1 button .

Insert the results key in the dispenser. Push

the PLUS -button to read the results from the

different waiter waiters. Browse through the waiter

numbers with the PLUS- button and press ENT

when the requested waiter number is in the

display.


